Factsheet for a cultural visit
GRENOUILLERE MUSEUM
Croissy-sur-Seine
Address:

Contact person:

Public:
Tariff:
Duration of Visit:
Description:

Grenouillère Museum
Espace Chanorier
12 Grande Rue
78290 Croissy sur Seine
Stéphanie Wathour
grenouillere@wanadoo.fr
Phone: 01 30 53 61 02
Every day except Wednesday afternoon
Kinder garten, primary, collège and lycée
If more than 30 people, the group may be divided in 2 parts for the visit).
Guided tour for school groups : 3 € per child
Guided visit of the museum : from 45 minutes to 1 hour
Drawing workshop possible for the youngest.
The Grenouillère was a famous music-hall café located on the island of
Croissy, where Monet and Renoir painted landmark impressionist
paintings in 1869. In many of his stories, Guy de Maupassant evokes this
café.
The guided tour is made as follow :
- A scale model of the site as it was in the 19th century, 19th
century furniture and other objects.
- Impressionist paintings of the site
- Newspapers, engravings and other documents issued and
published at the time of music-hall cafés.
According to the age of the children :
- A questionnaire per child
- Under 8 years old : puzzles, drawing, origami of boat
- From 8 to 11 years old : dessin, origami of frog
- 12 years old and older : a more complex questionnaire
Discovery of ancient games: frog game, bowling game…

Practical advice:
Outside lunch possible:
Parking:
Online resources:

Foresee enough chaperones : from 30 students the group may be divided
in two parts
Yes, in the park located along the banks of the Seine in front of the
museum
Street parking available in the surrounding streets; bus may be parked in
front of the museum only to drop off students
Association of the « Amis de la Grenouillère » :
http :grenouillere-museum.com

